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PROCEEDINGS
Whereupon,

AN B. HOPKINS
was recalled as a witness and, having been first duly sworn,
was examined and testified as follows:
MS. IRELAND: I would like to have this marked as
Exhibit No. 1. These are the long and short form summaries of
Ann Hopkins. e referred to them in the last deposition, but
I do not think we ever marked them.
(Hopkins Deposition Exhibit o. 1
was marked for identification.)

EXAMINATION BY DEFE DANT'S COUNSEL:
BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. Ms. Hopkins, we had asked you -- asked for your
reactions to certain of these comments on these sheets in our

earlier session. I would like now to go through them and ask
you some questions about the commenter and the nature of the
comments.

The first one listed is Kelly. I believe that is
Robert Kelly from the OGS office. What as the extent of your
contact with him?
A. I had relatively contact with Kelly. The thing
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that I remember best was a series of meetings to resolve
certain issues related to word processing.

Q. Would those have occurred before he s bmitted the
long form, to your recollection?
A. I do not remember.

MR. HELLER: Excuse me, did he submit a long form?
MS. IREL ND: I am sorry, did I say long form? I
meant short form.

BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. He obviously made no co ments. Have you seen the

ratings that he indicated for you?
A. (The witness perusing document.)
What was the question, please?
MR. HELLER: Have you seen it?
BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. Have you seen it?
A. Yes. I am looking at them

oh, the comments or

the -Q. The comments and the ratings

there are no

comments for his -- on his form. Do you have reason to

believe

any reason to believe that these are inaccurate?
MR. HELLER: I am going to object to that
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question. You are asking her to read the mind of another
person.

MS. IRELAND:

re you going to allow her to

answer?

MR. HELLER: Oh, yes, unless I advise her not to.
MS. IRELAND: O ay.
THE WITNESS: hat am I commenting on? There are
no comments over here and then there are a bunch of numbers
over here. (Indicating.) Where is the scale for numbers.

MR. HELLER: Well, you recall that 1, 2, 3 and 4
refer to the quartiles.
THE WITNESS: I know, but I need the scale for the
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

MR. HELLER: Oh, the short form scale.
(Break in proceedings.)
THE WITNESS: Now, would you repeat the question.
BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. Do you believe that his ratings are inaccurate
based on your contact with him?
A. (The witness perusing document.)
Well, I cannot comment on the "How Known" because
I do not know what the various columns mean. And the question
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was whether or not I think Bob Kelly was mistaken in any of

this?
Q. Basically, do you feel that the ratings are
accurate?

A. I cannot say anything about the accuracy of the
rating, but they represent whatever Bob Kelly believed at that
time after an interpretation of a bunch of words that are all
nouns.

Q. Let's just limit our disc ssion to the comments.
How about Tom Green? What is the extent of your contact with
Tom Green?

. I was responsible for developing a proposal on
behalf of the St. Lo is office of Price aterhouse. Tom Green
was the proposed project manager for the project that Price
Waterhouse was proposing on.
I spent some time with Tom Green in St. Louis. I

believe it was during the last week of the proposal
preparation effort. That would have been July of 1982. Is
that the correct year?
(No response.)
Then I spent a considerable amount of time over a
period of -- I spent virtually full-time with Tom Green over a
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period of several days during, I believe, it would have been
December of 1982.
MR. HELLER: Excuse me, I think your question was
as of the time when the comments were given, was it not?
MS. IRELAND: Yes.
MR. HELLER: That, I think, comes in about at
September.

THE WITNESS: Okay.
BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. Do you believe Mr. Green to be fair, honest and

unbiased towards females?
MR. HELLER: I will object.
THE ITNESS: What does that mean?
MS. IRELAND: As to her belief?
MR. HELLER: You are asking three questions in
one.

MS. IRELAND: Okay.
BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. Do you believe Tom Green to be unbiased toward
females?
A. I do not know. Tom Green once made a com ent that

he found himself in an unusual position as an "old redneck" in
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that he had never had a woman working for him before and then
suddenly he found himself with two working for him.
Q. Who were the two women?

A. Myself and a woman whose name I believe was Lelia
Farr. I could be in error on that.

Q. Do you believe that his comments are inaccurate or
unfair?
A. They look like opinions to me and, as such, could
reasonably reflect the bias of the author. I do not know how
to evaluate the the bias of the author.
Q. Do you have any reason to believe that sex was a

factor in his recording these co ments?
A. I certainly would not rule that out as a
possibility given that he had had so little e perience with
women working for him.
Q. Do you have any other reason to believe that sex

might be a factor?
A. None that comes to mind.

Q. hat was your contact with Fred Laughlin?
A. I had a counselling session with Fred Laughlin
several years ago. My contact during the last couple of years

that I was at Price Waterhouse was rather limited because I
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believe he was in Egypt.
Q. Do you believe Fred Laughlin to be biased against
females?
A. I do not know.

Q. How about Paul Lohneis?

hat was the extent of

your contact with Paul Lohneis?
A. Paul Lohneis worked on the FMS-1 requirements end
product helping Mark Jones write a volume on the subject of
the cost accounting requirements. That was one contact that I
had with Paul.
I did a small piece, I believe, less than 20
hours, of work on a Small Business Administration project on
which Paul Lohneis was the partner. I believe I was asked to
review, evaluate or consult on a proposal that Paul Lohneis
was responsible for or had something to do with related to the
working capital fund at the State Department.
Other than that, I saw Paul in the hall and
offices while I was at Price

aterhouse, on those occasions

that I was in the offices.
Q. Do you believe Mr. Lohneis to be biased against
females?
MR. HELLER: I object to your question. I take it
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your question means females as partners or are you just asking
for a general question about bias against females? I do not
think the case is about that.
THE WITNESS: I am sorry. I am lost. Where are
we.

MR. HELLER: Well, I would instruct you or advise
you not to answer the question, "Do you believe Mr. Lohneis to

be biased against females?" I guess that means half or more
of the earth.
THE WITNESS: I am probably going to have to say a
lot of "I don't knows" unless somebody can define the term.

Does that mean does not like them? Does it mean does not want
them to be partners at Price Waterhouse? Does it
MR. HELLER: I tried to get that clarified. So
far, it is just the general question of does not like them or
biased against them. It has not to do with being a partner at
Price Waterhouse.

THE WITNESS: I do not know. I do not have any
basis for answering the question.

BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. Does Mr. Lohneis have any bias in terms of his

evaluations of Price Waterhouse employees against females?
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A. I do not know.

Q. What was your contact with Mr. Haller?
.

hen I first came to work in the Office of

Government services, Mr. Haller was in the office. At some

time, more than a year or so after I started with Price
Waterhouse, Ed transferred, I believe, to Bethesda, although I
may have seen him after he transferred on a couple of
occasions in the office.
I do not believe I had much contact with him after
he left. Does that respond to your question of how did I know

him?
Q. Sure. Do you believe Mr. Haller to be biased
against females in terms of his evaluation of Price Waterhouse
employees, including their qualifications for partner?
A. He could be. Again, I do not know. Ed
remember an occasion on which I was about

I can

I was quite

pregnant and we were delivering an end product of some variety
that

(Laughter.)
The project team was delivering a end product of

some variety. As I recall, it was relatively thic

and

e had

move a number of copies. I think Pat Bow an and I were moving

it. Ed made a comment to Pat that Pat should get somebody to
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help me carry those things around.
I do not know what -- I do not see any rational

basis for some of the things that Ed said here, because he and
I had very little contact. It could be a sexual bias.
Q. Do you thin his com ents are inaccurate?
MR. HELLER: I think she has already answered that
in part.

THE WITNESS: I have no way to evaluate whether or
not he is bothered by "arrogance or self-centered attitude" as
he states there. I do not have any way of determining whether
or not he is bothered.
I think there are a number of people, including
myself, who would disagree with the fact that the kind of work
that I do may not be of value outside of the current OGS
environment.

BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. Do you believe these comments are unfair?

A. I do not know. That gets at the motivation of the
individual. Fair easured against what standard?
Q. Your standards.

A. I find it difficult to understand what basis Ed
might have for making some of these comments which are
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Q. Do you have any reason to believe that sex was a

factor in his making these comments?
A. It could have been.

Q. hat do you

on what do you base that belief?

. I think Ed did not know what to do with pregnant
women. I sensed a level of discomfort.
Q. Are there any other reasons?
A. None that come to mind.

Q. How about Mr. Hartz? What was your contact with
Mr. Hartz?

A. Scott and I first met when I was at Touche Ross
and he was either a manager or a senior manager. Both Price
Waterhouse and Touche Ross were working on a project -- on

different projects at the United Mine Workers Health and
Retirement Funds.

The

ajor

the client individual with major

responsibility for both the work that Price Waterhouse was
doing and for the work that Touche Ross was doing was then a
man named Martin B. Danziger.
The two projects were, in a sense, adversarial in

nature. Other than occasionally seeing Scott in the halls and
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possibly at meetings, I do not remember having any dealings
with him.
hen we were writing the State FMS-1 proposal,
Scott had possession of certain documents that I think we were
looking to get copies of, but I do not remember having any
dealings to speak of with Scott.
Q. What did you mean when you said the projects were
"adversarial"?

A. I do not remember the two projects very well, but
the Touche Ross project was to put in certain systems to
support operations.

here were two of them as I recall.

The Price Waterhouse project was to improve
certain accounting, auditing of financial practices. I am not
real certain what the Price Waterhouse was.

The partner that I worked for at Touche Ross
directed the people working on the various pieces of the
Touche Ross engagement, essentially not to provide information
to any of the Price Waterhouse people on this other project
and in that respect, that is the sense in which I use the
word.

Q. Do you believe that Mr. Hartz is biased against
females?
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A. I

o not know.

q. Do you believe him to be fair?
A. I

o not know. I have insufficient information to

evaluate.
Q. Are these comments inaccurate?

A. I do not know what basis Scott had for making the
comments. I barely remember seeing him while I was ith Price
Waterhouse.

Q. Do you feel that the comments were unfair?
MR. HELLER: She just answered that. That was
your last question.

BY MS. IREL ND:
Q. In that case, were they inaccurate?
A. I was and continue to be hard working. I was and

continue to be determined. "Relentless" implies in pursuit of
something and I am not sure whether that is a good comment or
a bad comment and I do not understand its meaning in that
context. So, I do not know about that one.

Perhaps if I understood on what basis Scott said
that, "She can be abrasive in dealing with staff members," I
could comment better, but I do not reme ber seeing Scott in
contexts in which he could evaluate that.
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Furthermore, I do not consider myself to be any
more abrasive than an awful lot of other people around.
I do not see how Scott could have a question or
not have a question with regard to my technical competence and
his belief about a key question leaves an innuendo or
implication. It does not come to anything. Is that
responsive to your question?
Q. Do you have any reason to believe that sex was a

factor in his making these comments?
A. I do not know.

Q. What was your contact with Pete MacVeagh at the
time he filled out the short form?
A. For some period of time, and I am not sure exactly
what the time period was, for some period of time, Pete
MacVeagh and I had offices next door to each other.
He and I occasionally had lunch and talked about
project management issues and project management techniques or
approaches. That is all I recall.
q. Do you have any reason to believe that
Mr. MacVeagh is biased against females?
A. I do not believe that Pete views women the same
way he views men.
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q. What is your basis for that?
A. I always had the sense that Pete took something of
a fatherly role or a fatherly view of me and he compared me on
occasions with his daughter and tal ed about things that could
be done in the administrative/management areas to create
positions for people like his daughter.
That is what I mean when I say that I do not think
Pete viewed

I do not think he viewed men that way.

Q. What about Mr. Adams? What was your contact ith

him?
A. Mr. Adams was the PAR 766, or whatever the PARS
number was at that time, review partner on the Bureau of

Indian Affairs conversion project.
He was from an office in California. I believe it
was Century City, but I could be in error on that.
Mr. Adams came in from California on several
occasions for second partner review sessions that were on the

order of half a day, a day, maybe at most two days long on
two, three, four occasions during the six to nine months the
conversion assistance project was going on.

I saw him subsequently at one or two firm
meetings.
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Q. What was your contact with Mr. Wheaton?
A. In 1978 or 1979 -- it might have been 1980, I
think it was probably 1979

I believe I worked on some part

of a proposal to -- I think it was UMT , Urban Mass Transit
uthority here in Washington and that is about all I remember
of him.

Q. What that a proposal effort?
A. Yes.
~\

Q. Was that proposal successful?
A. No.

Q. Do you have any reason to believe that Mr. Wheaton
was biased against females?
A. I do not know, but I do not have any reason to

believe that he was not either.
Q. What would cause you to have reason to believe
that he was not biased against females?
A. If there were more of them around him. The most

senior woman that I recall being up there for a while was a
woman named Roswetha Clement and she disappeared back about
the time that -- I think it was about the time that I was
involved in that proposal.
Q. Other senior women there now?
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A. I do not know.
Q. Do you have any reason to believe that sex w s a

i

f
•>

»
'

factor in his recording his comments?
A. It could be.

Q. What would be your basis for saying that?
A. Mr.

heaton does not believe that I possess the

leadership qualities that "they"

I assume he means by that

I

himself and his partners

I

is underscored. Almost all of his partners are men.

I

"desire in their partners." "Not"

Q. Do you have any other basis for believing that
these factors are based on sex?

!

A. No. None that come to mind.

i

Q. What do you mean when you said Roswetha Clement

1

"disappeared"?

I

A. Just that. She disappeared.

i

Q. From the job? From the earth?

'

A. She was working up there and then she was not

I

working up there. She was working in the practice office and
then she was not.

Q. You have no knowledge of why it was that she
disappeared?
A. That is right.
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Q. Let's go to the next set of comments. Mr. Jones

is listed on the top. What was your contact with Mr. Jones?
A. Mr. Jones transferred to OGS from New York, I

believe. I do not remember when, 1980, maybe 1981. I am not
sure of the time period.
Hunter had been responsible for world processing,
the word processing center, which I later was responsible for.
I do not reme ber having very many dealings with Hunter.
Hunter was viewed as the most technical, I
believe, of the partners and the most detailed oriented in a
technical and a data processing sense.
Hunter would have been a person that I probably
would have gone to had I had a question of a technical nature
in the areas that he was nown to be good at.
Q. What was the extent of your contact with Peter
Powell?
A. Peter Powell conducted a session in the

partner/manager group meetings. It was either the first or the
second summer I was with the firm. It was on the subject of
government proposal preparation. An I attended that session.
Peter Powell was a senior manager at the time.

Peter Powell was one of the partners in Houston when I was
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part of the quality control review team in Houston.
I may have seen Peter at

in fact, I surely saw

Peter at partner/manager meetings after that quality control
review. That is the limit of -- that is all I remember about
Peter Powell.

Q. Do you have any reason to believe that Peter
Powell is biased against females?
A. I do not know. He once referred to a friend of
mine on a green sheet as being disheveled, but that is not -I do not

maybe he refers to women that way too.

Q. This friend of yours was a male?
. No, it was a woman and Peter Powell was in the

Houston office, ith women being excluded from after dinner
drinking sessions, but I do not know. I do not have any
reason to say that he is not.

Q. What would you consider evidence that he would not
be biased against -- that he was not biased against females?
A. What would I -- would you repeat the question,

please?
Q. You said that you had no reason to believe that he
was not biased against females.

A. When Linda Pegues told me the story about the
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brandy and the country club, if she had followed that up by
saying, "And Peter Powell took some set of actions that made
her feel less angry," that would have been an example.

Q. Do you believe he is inaccurate in his comments?
A. I do not know. I was in Houston four days as I

recall. I think the Monday that we arrived was a holiday. I
had a relatively small amount of face-to-face contact with
Peter.

The question is is he inaccurate in his
statements?
Q. Yes.

A. I do not know. I would find it difficult to
demonstrate a high degree of anything in the period of time
that we had contact.
In terms of "somewhat lacking in the congeniality
department," it was a little bit difficult to find a congenial
way to explain to Bill Devaney that he should not make obscene
anatomical references in the margins of his work papers. It
was hard to be congenial under the circumstances. Is that
responsive to your question?
Q. What were these references?

A. I do not remember, something or other
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review of a work plan or something in the work papers. And it
was something to the effect of "this is where our balls are on
the line," or something and "we have to tell the client what
to do."
Q.

Do you believe that Mr. Powell's comments were

based on your sex?
A.

I do not have any way of knowing that.

Q.

What was your contact with Mr. Gross?

A.

Mr. Gross had Pete MacVeagh's office before Pete

MacVeagh had it. Mel had

I think Mel was one of the first

people that I remember becoming enamored with micro computers.
He had one in his office.
I think that we sort of swapped stories and
impressions of

icro computers occasionally. I do not

remember having much contact with Mel at all.
Q. How did you tell Mr. Devaney that he should not
ake obscene, anatomical references in the margins of his work

papers?
A.

I suggested that it was extraneous material and

should be removed from the work papers.
Q.
A.

In those words?
I do not remember. "Extraneous material" is a
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frequently found recommendation in quality control reviews.
And the issue is not particularly the extraneous material or
the finding of the

ork papers, it is a question of how to be

congenial under those circumstances.

Mr. Devaney also pulled a gun out of his credenza
during the exit briefings. It was hard to be congenial.
Q. Was he threatening you with the gun?
A. No, Mr. Devaney in the exit -- I did the quality

control review with a man named Jim Barrett and another man
named Larry Ki kert.
I was tasked with the responsibility for
conducting the exit interview. During the exit interview, Mr.
Devaney was sitting with his feet up on his desk and he had a
letter opener that looked like a stiletto in his hand and he
was going like this. (Indicating.)
MR. HELLER: Do you want to describe what you did
for the record.
THE WITNESS: He was -- for the record, I am

describing a process of taking a stiletto type letter opener
and flipping it up and down
MR. HELLER: And stabbing the table?
THE WITNESS: And stabbing the table.
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I indicate to Mr. Devaney that I would appreciate
if he would stop flipping the stiletto letter opener, because
it was making me uncomfortable.

In fact, actually, I think what I said was, "Bill,
I would appreciate it if you would stop doing that, because it
is making me nervous."
And his comment, under the circumstances, " ell,

if that makes you nervous," he reached back behind the
credenza and opened it and pulled out a

I am sure it was

not a .45, but it sure looked like one to me.
He sits there like this (indicating) and says,
" ell, how does this make you feel?"
MR. HELLER: Describe what you are doing now.
THE WITNESS: I am sorry. I am sitting here
gesturing with my index finger pointed toward the ceiling as
if it were a pistol held in my hand, which is what Mr. Devaney
had in his hand.
BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. What was your contact with Mr. Kercher?
A. Mr. Kercher was the partner responsible for the

quality control review in Houston.
Q. Do you have any reason to believe that Mr. Kercher
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is biased against females?
A.

He could be.

Q.

On what do you base that opinion?

A .

Well, Mr. Devaney did not seem to bother

Mr. Kercher.
Q.

Anything else?

A.

Nothing that comes to mind.

Q•

Do you thin

his comments on the form are

accurate?
A.

They do not seem to be in line with other things

that I have been told. "Not a good co municator." It is hard
for me to understand what seemed "rough" means, particularly

in the context of that quality control review.
Q.
A .

Do you believe his comments to be unfair?
I do not know about unfair. I think they

certainly were ill considered and not based on much
observation.
Q. Do you have reason to believe that sex was a

factor in making these comments?
A.

I have already said it could have been.

Q.

That would be for the same reasons as you

A.

As I said it could have been the first time.
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Q.

hat about Mr. Markstein?

hat was your contact

ith him?
A. I saw Don at a few meetings. Don, if I recall

correctly, was responsible for continuing education at the
firm.

I think Don once tried to arrange for me to be
involved in revising, rewriting the systems requirement
definition methodology or maybe the PMM

I do not know what

PMM stood for, but that fell through.
I had very little to do with Don. I saw him at
meetings.

Q. What was your contact with Mr. Everett?
A. Chris either worked with or for Scott Hartz at the
United Mine Workers Health and Retirement Funds. I do not
believe I ever had any dealings with Chris at all while I was
at PW other than to see him in the halls or in the office.
He transferred to Baltimore from the ashington
practice office several years ago. I do not remember exactly

how long. He would occasionally come to ashington and I
would occasionally run into him in Oz Fretz's office, but I
have

up to this time, I do not remember having any dealings

with Chris at all.
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Q. Do you have reason to believe that Mr. Everett is
biased against females?
A. I do not

now, but I think if I understood why he

ade some of these comments, I might.

Q. Aside from these comments?
A. No.

Q. Do you think the comments are inaccurate?
A.

ell, it is hard to evaluate it. I have only

limited, underscored, exposure. "I do not want her as my
partner." I do not know how to evaluate that. Most of his
partners are men.
"I cannot co ment on her technical skills." Given

his extremely limited exposure, I do not know how he can
comment that I am "universally disliked by staff." I do not
know what the "critical skills and attributes" that he is
talking -- I mean, there is very little of substance here to
comment on.

Q. Do you believe that these comments are unfair?
A. I find it hard to understand what they are based
on.

Q. Do you have any reason to believe that sex was

factor in his recording these comments?
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A. If he is a businessman, I find it

I cannot fin

any other reason.

Q. What do you mean by saying "if he is a
businessman ?
A.

ell, from a business perspective, I had a number

of accomplishments. I cannot find any business reason for
making these kinds of co ents.
Q. Do you have any other reasons to believe that
these co ments were based on the fact that you are a female?
A.

No. I would not preclude it.

Q.

What was your contact with Mr. Carroll?

A.

I would not recognize Jack Carroll if I met him in

the hall.
Q.

Do you know anything about him?

A.

Only that his first name is Jack -- I think his

first name is Jack.
Q.

You do not recall ever meeting him?

A.

Never. I might have. But I do not recall ever

having met Jack Carroll.
Q.
A.

Do you recall seeing him at firm meetings?
I would not recognize Jack Carroll if I ran into

hi in the hall.
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Q. Do you know him by reputation?
A. I do not think I even know what office he is from.
Q. Do you have any view as to whether he is biased
against females?
A. None.

Q. What about Jeff Brugos? What was your contact

with him?
A. I think I met Jeff Brugos at the first
partner/manager meeting I attended with the firm. I believe
it was in Dallas.
Jeff Brugos and I were both managers at the time.
There was some element of a presentation to be done as a part
of one of the partner/manager sessions we were involved in.
I believe that Jeff and I were aggressively trying
to be responsible for a piece of whatever it was we

ere

preparing for. I remember he was more aggressive and
successful -- he was more aggressive than I in winding up in

doing the piece. I do not remember what it was, quite
frankly.
Other than that I do not reme ber dealing with
Jeff Brugos very much.
(Interruption to proceedings.)
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Q. I am not sure I understand what you mean by saying that
he was more aggressive than you were.

A. I mean that it was one of those situations in
which somebody said we need a volunteer here to do thus and
such," and there were a bunch of "thus and suches" to do.

MS. IRELAND: Let's go off the record a minute.
(A short recess was taken.)
MS. IRELA D: On the record.

(The Reporter read bac the record.)
HE WITNESS: Jeff and I were both trying to
assume responsibility for some set of activities. I do not
remember the details.
The impression

Jeff wound up assuming the

responsibilities for those activities. The impression that I
had was that Jeff was absolutely shocked at the fact that
anyone else attempt to assume the responsibility for whatever
the activities were.

Basically all the other people sort of caved to
Jeff's wishes or desires. Is that responsive to your
question?
MR. HELLER: Well, it is at least an answer.

BY MS. IRELAND:
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Q. Do you believe him to be biased against females?
A. He could be.

Q. On what do you base that statement?
A. I had the impression that he was quite shocked at
a woman in a business setting competing with him.
Q. Did he say anything to give you that impression?
A. No, not that I remember.

Q. Do you have any other basis for thinking that he
could be biased against females?
A. None other than the natural suspicions that come
when you have a comment that is a non-comment with a vote that

is negative in the context where the mass of the population is
male.

Q. So this is based on suspicion?
A. Intuition. It is a sense.

Q. What was your contact with Peter Hart?
A. Peter was a tax partner. He was in -- he came

into OGS a year or so after I started there. He left OGS and
went to, I believe, Philadelphia.
The only -- Peter and I ran into each other in the

hall. We might have chatted occasionally. The only really
contact I ever remember with Peter Hart was being invited to
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his going away party and asking to contribute $10.00 for the
surprise belly dancer that was going to be delivered.
That is the limit of my contact with Peter Hart.
Q. Do you believe Peter Hart to be biased against
females?
A. Probably not.
Q. On what do you base that conclusion?
. Peter gave every i pression of looking at
everything in sort of an open eyed wonder and gave no
impression of having any biases about anything, situational or
people wise.

Q. Do you believe that his comments here are
accurate?

A. They are opinions. I would not describe myself as
a "tough cookie." I am probably a "no nonsense take charge

type of person." In the third sentence, he is making a
comment about what is in the minds of a number of other
people.

And I would be reluctant to comment on anything
about his comment about something that was in the minds f anumber of other people.

Q. What about Mr. Fridley?

hat was the extent of
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1

2
3
4

your contact with him?
A. John Fridley was a senior manager on the quality
control review team that reviewed projects in the Office of
Government Services in the summer of 1980.

5

He was specifically responsible for reviewing

6

either my part -- either the part of the Bureau of Indian

7

Affairs engagement for which I was responsible or the entire

B

Bureau of Indian Affairs engagement. I am not sure which.

3

So, I had probably a couple or three meetings with

D

John Fridley on the subject of the project that was under

L

review.

2

John Fridley was also a partner in St. Louis. When

3

I went to St. Louis in July of 1982 to manage the Farmers Home

1

Administration proposal effort, I believe that John Fridley

>

was the second of the partners responsible for that effort.

i

First Tim Coffey was responsible for it and then I

7

think it was John Fridley and then Tom Blythe. And John

}

Fridley may have come back into it at that point before Tom

I

I

Green got involved.

Other than that I do not remember having any other
dealings with John Fridley.
Q. Do you have reason to believe that John Fridley is
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1
2
3
4
5
6

jj
8
9
10

biased against females?
A. It is possible.
Q. On what do you base that response?
A.

ell, let me use a specific. I believe that John

Fridley admires Tim Coffey. Tim Coffey describes his
management style as trial and error.

In Fridley's co ments trial and error, in my case,
is treated as a deficiency. In Coffey's case, it is an asset.

Q. Are you saying that John Fridley told you that
Tim Coffey's use of trial and error techniques is an asset?

11

A. No, I am not saying that.

12

Q. In what way did

13

did you say that Tim Coffey

described his own techniques as trial and error?

14

A. Yes.

15

Q. In what context?

16

A. I do not remember.

e were -- it was while we

17

were in St. Louis. And I believe that Tim was telling me

18

think that Tim was suggesting to me that I had to recognize

19

that people did not always get to the answer as quickly as I

20

did and he thought that that was because my mental process was

21
22

I

one of trial and error technique which was a characteristic
that he understood well, because it was his mental process.
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It was the first time I had ever heard the term.
Q. Do you have any other reason to believe that John
Fridley is biased against females?
A. Other than the fact that he criticizes me for
things that he seems to admire in other people who are men,
nothing comes to mind.
Q. Do you believe that his comments here are
inaccurate?
A. I think the record shows that a number of them are
ill-founded if not inaccurate.
Q. In what way?
A. Well, there is -- excuse me, let me ta e the

opportunity to read them.
(The witness perusing document.)
I believe that the entirety of the first part of
the comment, from the sentence beginning in the sixth line
starting, "My subsequent review," and ending at the end of

that paragraph with a period, "Her responses to my question,"
was basically either ill-founded in terms of the conclusions
that he reached or in error.

He had no reason to be left with questions about
"management methods and honesty." And I think that there has
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been

I mean, I think the record shows that.
Among other things, when I was talking with

Connor, I told him that of all the short form comments that he
had read to me, that the item that was of greatest concern to
me was Fridley's comments about my integrity, because I
considered integrity to be a very important matter.
Connor said to me at that time that that had been
disposed of and that it was not an issue.
Q. Did you insist, during the QCR, that there had not
been a discrepancy in the amount of the realization?
A. I do not know about insist, I said there was not
one. To the best of my knowledge there was not.

Q. What caused you to admit that there was a problem
if this is accurate? Did you admit that there was a problem?
A.

e have already decided that it is not

I have

already indicated that it is not accurate.
Q. I am just trying to find out which parts of it are
inaccurate.

A. The transaction related to $35,000. And I swear I
thought the number eventually turned out to be $25,000.
Whatever it was, the transaction related to $35,000, happened
months after that engagement was, from my
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point of view, closed.
The work papers has been bundled, filed and I was

2

off on something else and the

to the best of my

recollection, the whole topic to which this paragraph refers

5

was the subject of a series of conversations -- one or more

6

conversations between Lew Krulwich and Bill Devaney.

¦

I recall that Lew asked my opinion on some things.

8

I think he asked my opinion about whether or not we could

9

collect from the government.

10
11
12

Q. Did you instruct Linda Pegues to charge eight
hours a day?
A. I believe that when I started

when I got on to

13

that project, that was a procedure that had already been

L4

established.

15

See, I started on that project

L6

Albuquerque until

|7

my youngest son was born on June 14th.

.8

IS
)

1
2

I did not get to

the project started on June 18th, because

To the best of my recollection, I was not at work
for three weeks after my son was born and I was not able to
travel for a little while after that.
So, when I arrived on the project in Albuquerque,
it was a period of weeks after the engagement began and those
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kinds of patterns and things had already been established.
Q. Did the entire project team charge only eight
hours a day?
A. I think so.

Q. Including yourself?
. Frankly, I would have to review the time sheets
for that period to answer that question. I do not know.
Q. From whom did you understand the instructions to
charge eight hours a day had come?
A. I cannot even be certain that there were ever any.
I do not know.

Q. Do you believe that John Fridley's comments are
unfair?
A. They are wrong.

Q. Do you have any reason to believe that sex was a
factor in his reporting these comments?
A. I have already commented to you with regard to y
sense of Fridley's biases.

Q. How would they be reflected in the first part of
his comment, relating to the BIA?
A. If a person has a bias, they are likely to color
their opinions or conclusions in conformance with their
biases.
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Q. Is the second paragraph accurate?
. (The witness perusing document.)

Now, that I have read it, could you repeat the
question?
Q. Do you feel that this paragraph is inaccurate?
A. Parts of the paragraph are accurate. Parts of the
paragraph are not accurate and parts of the paragraph, I
cannot assess the accuracy.

ould you like me to go through

it?
Q. Why don't you just tell me what you think is not
accurate and those which you cannot assess.

A. To me, the proposal compared to the State
Department, for example, was hardly extensive. In St. Louis I

recognize that it may be considered extensive.
I though the number was $2.2 million in fees. I
thought the proposal was prepared over a six or seven week
period.

I think the statement associated with "sending
staff assigned off to prepare portions of the proposal with
little or no guidance," and then, "subsequent rejection of
products developed," is in error as a generalization.

Therefore, I do not believe that "trial and error
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techniques caused a complete alienation."
Q. How is that inaccurate?
A. Because
Q. I mean there are two ways you can read that.

A. In the parentheses, if I understand it correctly,
the "i.e." means that he is defining trial and error
techniques.

Since I take exception to the trial and error
techniques, I take exception to the cause and effect
relationship. Is that responsive to your question?
(No Response.)

Q. What about the rest of the sentence?
MR. HELLER: Let the record reflect that she
nodded.

THE WITNESS: If you take exception to the verb
BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. Was there a "complete alienation of the staff
towards Ann" regardless of the cause?

A. I do not know. I do not think that Fridley could
know except by hearsay. And then in the last sentence he goes
back and relates the St. Louis situation with the Houston
situation and I have already taken exception to the Houston
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situation.
Q. You mentioned a woman named Lelia Farr in your

testimony earlier as another member of the team on the
St. Louis proposal.

Do you recall telling her that you preferred not
to work with women?
A. I could have.

Q. Do you recall telling her that you felt that women
were typically frivolous?
A. I do not remember that.

Q. Do you believe that?
A. That I prefer to work with men?
Q. Yes.

A. Yes. However, there is another piece of that

statement. There are certain kinds of men that I prefer to
work with too.

Basically, what it all gets to is I prefer to work
with people who have no hidden agendas and with people ho are
direct and with people who are candid.
My best friends, and some of the best working
relationships I have had, I had at Price aterhouse, are with
women.
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Q.

Do you feel that women tend to have more hidden

agendas?
.

No.

Q.

Do you prefer working with men as to working with

A.

I would have to look at the individual man and the

women?

individual woman.
Q.

Could you have made that statement?

A.

What?

Q.

The statement that you prefer not to work with men

because women
A.

No, I did not make that statement. I have on

occasion indicated that I generally prefer to work with men.
Q.

What about Mr. Johnson? What was your contact

with him, Franklin Johnson?
A.

Offhand I cannot place him.

Q.

Do you recognize the name?

A.

That is all I recognize.

Q.

Do you have any knowledge of his reputation? Do

you remember ever meeting him?
A.

It just escapes me.

Q.

I believe we covered Mr. Devaney and Mr. Blythe in
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the earlier session. What about Mr. Whelan? What was your
contact with him?
A. Jim Whelan was from Boston. There were

difficulties finding people to work on the FMS-1 proposal, the
proposal that resulted in the award of FMS-1.
Jim Whelan was brought down from Boston to work on
the proposal.
Q. Do you have reason to believe that Mr. Whelan is

biased against females?
. I do not know. I am curious about why he would be
concerned about

I mean, why he would have any concerns

about who I am married to.

I doubt seriously that he commented to that effect
about who the male partners that he considered were married
to.

Q. Any other basis for
A. I am just skeptical when some of these kinds of
personal and absolutely business irrelevant considerations get
involved.
Q. What about Mr. Hoffman, Crayton Hoffman? What was

your contact with him?
A. Sometime during the first year or the second year
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that I was with Price Waterhouse, Price aterhouse retained
McKenzie & Co., I think, to do a management study of the firm.
I am not sure I remember the purpose of the
management study. It may have been a strategic planning
study. I believe that Corky Hoffman had some kind of liaison
responsibility with regard to that project?
He was in OGS discussing practices of other
national accounting firms with people in OGS who had been with
other national accounting firms. I think he was talking to
Fred Pshyk. I am not sure.
The only contact or conversation I ever remember

having with Corky Hoffman was over the subject of my desire to
assist if I could, because I, too, had been with another
national accounting fir .

That is the only contact that I ever remember with
Corky Hoffman.
Q. Do yo

have any reason to believe that he is

biased against females?
A. It is conceivable. If I recall, in looking at the
short form statistics, I am the only person that Corky Hoffman
did a short form on.
I think it is strange that being in the national
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1
2

office that I should be the only person that he should comment
on and that he would feel so strongly about it, to say nothing

3

of the fact that I doubt seriously that had he made any

4

comments about the other people, he would not have recommended

mt
mm

that they have a "course in charm school."

Q. When you say that he did not submit a short form
on any other candidate, is that during your year?
A. Yes.

mm

Q.

The year that you were proposed?

10

A.

Yes. I could be in error on that. I would have

11

to check

12

Q.

Do you believe these comments are based on your

14

A.

I cannot think of anything else more likely.

15

Q.

Is there any other basis for your thinking that?

le

A.

None that comes to mind.

13

17
16
19

1°
21
22

sex?

Q.
A.

hat was your contact with Mr. Statland?
To this point in the various deposition, we have

talked about PAR 766 or whatever its current or historical
number has been.

e have referred to it as a second partner

review.

If I recall correctly, PAR 766, when I was with
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price Waterhouse required that under certain circumstances
there be more than just second partner reviews, that jobs be
reviewed by the national director of EDP, Electronic Data
processing Services.

Norm was the ational Director of EDP. The Bureau
of Indian Affairs project was reviewed by Nor , I believe, at
least once, it may have only been once, in his role as
National Director of EDP Services.
Norm also served in a 766 review capacity, and I
do not remember whether it was because he was a second partner

or whether it was because he was the National Director of EDP
Services, either could have applied.
He was responsible for the review of -- I am

sorry, let me begin again. He also reviewed FMS Stage 1 on a
number of occasions in a PAR 766 capacity.
I also met him at various meetings here and there,
but that is the context in which I dealt with Statland.
Q. Do you have reason to believe that Mr. Statland is
biased against females?
. Not particularly, no.

Q. Do you feel that his comments here are based on
your sex?
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1

I

A. Not particularly, no.

Q. Do you believe or have reason to believe that
Mr. Warder is biased against females?
(The witness conferring with counsel.)

4

{5

A.

It is possible.

6

Q.

On what do you base that conclusion?

A

One of the members of the staff at Price

8

Waterhouse advised me that in conversation with Ben arder

9

that he commented something to the effect that "women could

10

work if they had one child and maybe if they had two, but it

;n

was irresponsible for them to work if they had three."

112

Q.

To whom did he make this com ent?

13

A.

Karen old.

|l4

Q.

15
16

H
18
19
2

Is there anything else that would lead you to

believe that he was biased against females?
A. On State FMS-1 Ben basically attributes to me
cert in financial losses and losses of st tu e within the fir
related to his removal from the project.
He also characterized me as being "disagreeable
and not following instructions."

Without regard to the accuracy of that, I found
certain elements of the situation to be a little difficult and
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1
2

I will give you this example, which is an example in response
to your question: At one point the project team, which -- at

3

one point the project team had to be scheduled to go to Tokyo,

4

Hong Kong, Singapore, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, Deli and Bangkok.

I

I believe that was the complete list.
The schedule was for a trip to be taken by myself,

6

H

Howard Ren an, Ed Gulli, David Sarna, Jim Fishendon

I

8

believe that was the complete. They did not all go to all of

9

those places.

10

Karen Hold's first day on the project was the day

II

that she left on that trip. I believe Ben and I were the only

12

ones working on the project at that time, although Pat Bowman,

13

but I believe she started a little later.

14

I had to make arrangements to have all of the

15

travel of all of those people cleared through the government.

16
17
18

I is
20

21

I had to make

I had to get all of the travel arrangements

made.

Those travel arrangements had to be

ade in

conformance with all kinds of, not only government
regulations, but

egulatio s that are a little unique at the

State Department.

22
I worked with the firm's travel agent, with the
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man who is responsible for international travel, whose name is
John Ferrare or Ferrara. I am not sure which.
Q. The man at
A.

he travel agent. I spent many hours on that

project. John Ferrara invested many hours on that project.
Ben called me into his office and told me to change travel
agents.
I was aghast. My comment was something along the

lines of, "But, Ben, John Ferrara has oodles of time invested
in all of these arrangements. They have been all made. He is
not going to get any commission on the govern ent's travel,
because he is just creating the records and the tickets are
all going to be cut by the government. I really thin

this is

inappropriate."

Ben said, Change them anyway. Use this travel
agent." I changed and used that travel agent. I then

ound

up with Ed Gulli from the government com enting to me that I
had to get a second set of travel arrangements fixed, because
the government s people were landing in Tai an, which was a
violation of more than just travel arrangement procedures and

policies.
It was a very unpleasant experience in terms of
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the time invested and the bad PR that resulted from it. I
guess I was particularly annoyed when some period of days or
weeks -- it was weeks or months -- tit was probably months

later

when Ben arrived at a social event with the travel

agent as his date for the evening.
When business and personal affairs get mixed up
like that, it causes me to question the biases, or at least
consider the fact that there might be some biases by the
individuals involved.
Q. Mr. Beyer's comment on the last page of this
sheet, the indented portion says, "On occasion she will forget
herself and lose sensitivity for staff." Do you think Mr.
Beyer's comment is based on your sex?

A. That particular com ent?
Q. Or his whole comment.

A.

ell, I think that comment, "On occasion she will

forget herself and lose sensitivity for her staff," is a
comment that could be made about anybody.
I doubt seriously that there is a single person,
who on some occasion, has not forgotten him or herself and

lost sensitivity for staff.
Q. Did he list that on his long form because of your
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sex?
A. Well, Tom is an interesting --

om presents kind

of an interesting dilemma, because with Tom it is

I do not

now whether Tom's views reflect what Tom believes or his
views of his partners, his views of what his partners believe.
Q. Now that we have gone over these com ents and the
few that we have not gone over, I think we have discussed them
in detail in the earlier sessions, do you believe that a male
candidate who had received these comments would have been

admitted?
A. I believe there are some male comments -- I

beli ve there are some male candidates, who have had these
kinds things or worse said about them, possibly more
accurately that some of

these have been said, who

admitted.
Q.

Who are these candidates?

A.

I suspect Tom Green is one.

Q.

hen you say " suspect" have you read

A.

I know Tom Green was admitted.

Q.

Have you read his comment sheets?

A.

I do not think so.

Q.

Who else?
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(The witness confers with counsel.)

1
A.

2

Q.

3
4
5
c

denied partnership for such subjective reasons regardless of
the nature of their interpersonal skills.
Who are the men whose objective qualifications in
your view approached yours?

9
10

You state in your responses to interrogatories

that men whose objective qualifications approached your were

7
8

It is a belief.

A.

I am sorry. May I see whatever you are referring

to?

11

(The witness perusing document.)

12

MS. IRELAND: Let's take a short break. Off the

13

record.

14

(A short recess was taken.)

15

MS. IRELAND: On the record.

e

BY MS. IRELAND:
Q-

18
19

|20

continues on to Page 5.
A.

May I look at the rest of the document?

Q.

Certainly.

21

|22

The sentence I am referring starts on Page 4 and

(Counsel handing document to the witness.)
A.

(The witness perusing document.)
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Okay, the sentence we are discussing is "Plaintiff
believes that further discovery and analysis will show that

2
men whose objective qualifications for partner approached

3
4
5
6
7
8

Plaintiff's were not denied partnership for such subjective
reasons regardless of the nature of their interpersonal
skills."

Q. I wanted if you could identify the men whose
objective qualifications, in your view, approached yours?

9

A. My attorneys have all that data. I have not been

10

through it. But I am sure that the discovery -- in the

11

discovery and analysis process they will identify those.

12

Q. Is there anything in the co ments or the ratings

13

that -- let's limit our discussion to the comments -- that

14

would indicate to a reader of the comments that they are based

15

on the candidate's sex?

16
17

MR. HELLER: You mean other than the pronouns "she"
and "her"?

18

MS. IRELAND: Other than that.

19

THE WITNESS: In the com ents and the ratings? By

20

21
22

that you mean
BY MS. IRELA D:
Q. Let's limit it to the comments. The ratings are
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numbers.

A. By that you mean Exhibit No. 1?
Q. Yes.

. I identified some. Do you want me to read through
and see if I can find others?
Q. Yes. Please indicate to me the comments that you
feel would indicate to a reader that they were based on the
candidate's sex.

MR. HELLER: I do think that is a little
repetitious.

THE WITNESS: I will just identify the new
ones that I can think of as I am reading this. By "new ones"
I ean those that I have not already discussed.
BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. Okay, the ones that you have already discussed
is it your position that a reader who picked up these com ents
cold
A. I do not know. I do not know what a reader who

picked these co ments up cold would think.
Q. Let me ask another question, then. What did you

understand the criteria to be that were applied in determining
whether a candidate will be admitted to partnership.
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A. I believed tha
one be to develop he prs
the business as an appropri
One had to be au <= <- w

f

ot ers. One had to be able to learn from staff, clients,
others an

one had to get results that were in line

ith the

business objectives of the organization.
Q. From what source did you learn the criteria for
partnership?
A. I did not learn those. What I described was what
I believed. I do not believe there are any published
criteria.

q. Did anyone ever describe to you the criteria?
A. I believe Paul Goodstat wrote a memo or a
publication or a letter or something on the subject. I do not
think it was on the subject of criteria, but it was related
and I do not have a copy of that and I do not remember what it
said.

Q. Do you know approximately when this publication
came out?
A. No.

q. Was it before you were proposed?
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Ill

A. I believed that to be admitted to the partnership

B

one had to develop the practice. One had to be able to manage

m

the business as an appropriate level.
One had to be able to teach staff, clients,

K;
5
6

11
9

others. One had to be able to learn from staff, clients,
others and one had to get results that were in line with the
business objectives of the organization.
Q. From what source did you learn the criteria for
partnership?
. I did not learn those. What I described was what

10

11

I believed. I do not believe there are any published

12

criteria.

13

Q. Did anyone ever describe to you the criteria?

14

A. I believe Paul Goodstat wrote a memo or a

15

publication or a letter or something on the subject. I do not

16

think it was on the subject of criteria, but it was related

17

and I do not have a copy of that and I do not remember what it

18

said.

! 19
20

Q. Do you kno

approximately when this publication

came out?

I 21

A. No.

:I' '22

Q. as it before you were proposed?
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A. I do not believe so. I think it was afterwards.
Q. Might it have been a speech?
A. If it was a speech, I did not hear it. I remember
seeing it in written form.
Q. Did you derive your understanding of the criteria
from any other source?
A. I am a business person. Those strike me as the

criteria by which one does business, particularly in the
consulting business.
Nobody ever told me that "these" are the criteria.
I use the term "these" in quotes. As I said, there are o

published criteria. They are intuited.
Q. Did you understand that you would be evaluated
with respect to criteria including congeniality, tact,
acceptance by partners and staff and clients?
A. I understood that there was a long form and a
short form process by which people were evaluated. I do not
think I was ever told what those particular criteria were.
Q. Did those or similar criteria appear on the green
sheets by which senior managers are evaluated?
A. I saw a number of green sheets. I
what is on the green sheets.
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1

2
3
4
5

6

Q. Did you understand that partners with only what we
would call casual contact would be commenting, might be
commenting on your candidacy when your proposal was
circulated?
A. I understood that partners with limited contact
I understood that any partner could comment on any candidate.

7

Q. Did you then understand that any partner with whom

8

you came into contact througho t your career, whether they

9

were senior managers who later became partners or people who

10

were partners when you met them would have an opportunity to

11

comment on these various criteria?

12
13

. I understood that any partner could comment on any
candidate.

14

Q. You testified in our earlier session about some

15

counselling that you had received related to interpersonal

16

skills. I believe you called it an

17

did you take it to mean?

undefined term." What

18

A. I do not remember what part -- either tell me what

19

part of the deposition you are referring to so that I can go

t 20

back to it and understand the context of your question or ask

I 21

a different question, please.

• 22

Q. Did you receive counselling concerning
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Interpersonal skills?
&

X received counselling on a broad range of

subjects which have been of late referred to as interpersonal
s ills all glommed together.
Q. What was your response to this counselling?
A. In general?
Q• Yes.

A. Related to interpersonal skills as that term has
grown to have meaning?
Q. Yes.

A. Some of it I accepted and did something about.
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EVENING SESSION

1

(6:00 p.m.)

2

3

Q.

Which parts did you reject?

4

A.

I did not and do not wear

5

ake-up.

I did not and

o not style my hair. I did not stop drinking beer at lunch.

6

I continued to carry the same briefcase. Those are a bunch of

7

things that I did not do.
I try and I continue to try to

8

9
10

appropriately with people, but that has nothing to do with the
counselling.

If you will refresh my memory on some of the other

11
12
13
14

eal decently an

things that I was counselled to do, I will comment on them.
Q.

Do you recall Don Eplebaum suggesting that you put

a little "sugar" on your tongue?

15

A.

That is correct.

16

Q.

Do you recall telling him that you thought this

17

counselling was stupid?

18

A.

I do not.

19

Q.

Are you aware of any male employees of PW who have

20

been counselled to

counselled concerning their appearance?

21

A.

No.

22

Q.

About their hair?
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A. But then I am sure that I a

particularly a are of

ho any other employees are counselled.
q. Are you aware of any other male employees who were

counselled about their hair?
No.

A.

How about with respect to clothes?

Q.
A.

None come to mind.

Q.

hat about weight?

A.

None come to mind.

Q•

Waterhouse

Are you aware of any of the partners in Price
suggesting that you would have been admitted had

you been a man?
A.
Q.

Price

I am sorry, would you repeat the question •
in which

ere you present at any conversations

aterhouse partners opined that you

ould

have been

admitted had you been a man?
A.

I do not remember any.

q. Have you been told about any such conversations?

A. in which partners opined that I would have been
admitted had I been a man? I have not been told of any
nar nprs were pur orted to have opine
conversations in which partners were uj-

that that I would have been admitted had I been a man.
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Q. Have you been told about such a statement or a
similar state made by Mr. Beyer?
A. I lost the pronouns. Would you repeat the
question or rephrase the question?
Q. So did I.

re you aware of any such statements or

similar statements made by Mr. Beyer?
A. Do I know of any situation in which Mr. Beyer may
have said or have had attributed to him the fact that he said
that I woul have been admitted had I been a man? Is that the
question?
Q. Exactly.
A. No.

Q. Have you had any discussions with State Department
representatives about the contentions in your lawsuit?
A.

hat is a "contention in my lawsuit"? I mean, I

have had discussions with a number of State Department people
in which

I have had discussions with a number of State

Department people about the lawsuit.
Q. With whom have you discussed the lawsuit?
A. If you allow for the fact that "discussed" means
state that it exists without further elaboration.
Q. Well, let's eliminate those people.
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people with whom you have discussed your performance at the
State Department as it relates to your allegations that you
were not admitted to partnership because of your sex?
A. I am sorry, would you repeat that? I mean, I am
trying to figure out -- I mean, at some level a number of

people -- I have told a number of people that it exists as a
matter of professional courtesy among other tings.
In general, it is not something that is a popular
or pro inent topic of conversation, although when people ask,

I try within the measures of appropriate and taste to respond
decently to their questions.
It is not something that is an every day topic of
conversation with people at the State Department. I deal with
dozens of people at the State Department. They are all aware
of the lawsuit, but it is not popular, frequent or prominent
topic of co versation.
Q. Have you spoken with State Department

representatives regarding the possibility of their testifying
in trial on your behalf?
A. Yes.

Q. With whom?
A. My attorneys have.
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THE WI NESS: What do I do with that?
MR. HELLER: You do not tell what your attorneys
did

you do not talk about what your attorneys have done,

but you
BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. Have you been present at any conversations at

which your attorneys discussed
A. No.

Q.
A.

these matters?
o.

Q. Have you ever personally asked State Department
representatives whether they would testify?
A. No.

Q. Have yo spoken with Price Waterhouse employees
about the contentions in your lawsuit?
A. Some. Yes, some.

Q. Have you spoken with Price

aterhouse employees

about the possibility of their testifying at trial?
A. I do not think so. I might have discussed with
some of them discussing something with my attorneys, but what
they discussed with y attorneys, I do not know.
Q. Have you requested Price Waterhouse employees to
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speak with your attorneys? Did you contact them and ask them
>

2

to speak with your attorneys?
A. I have asked some employees of Price Waterhouse if

3
4

they would have objection to speak to my attorneys.
Q. Which employees are these?

5

6

THE WITNESS: May I answer that?

7

MR. HELLER: Sure.

3

THE WITNESS: Karen o Id , Sandy Kinsey, Judy

9

Reach.

BY MS. IRELAND:

li

Q. Is that everyone?

12

A. I think so.

13

Q. Have you similarly asked any State Department

14

representatives to talk with your lawyers?

15

A. What does "similarly" mean?

16

Q. In the same way that you asked Karen Nold, Sandy

17

Kinsey and Judy Reach whether they would talk with your

16

attorneys?

19

A. Yes.

l

Q. Which State Department are those?

21

A. Bob Lamb, Roger Feldman, Joe Linneman, Howard

22

Renman.
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Have you a sked them whether they would testify on

your behalf at the trial?
A.
Q•

No.

Have you been present during any discussions

between Price Waterhouse employees and your attorneys?
A.

Q.

I have not.

You testified in the earlier session that you had

met with Mr. MacVeagh several times, I believe you said.
during the course of the summer of 1983, I believe, which you
had I think called counselling sessions. This may be
incorrect.

Did you meet several times with Mr. MacVeagh?
A.

Q.

I did.
Did you feel that your conversations were free and

open?
A.

hat do you mean by "free and open"?

Q.

Did you feel that you could tell him anything?

A.

I do not feel I can tell anybody just anything.

Q•

Could both of you express your views as to

possible explanations for the decision to put your candidacy
on hold?
A.

I do not know how Pete felt about it. I felt that
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within certain areas that I was comfortable talking with Pete.
Q. Did you ever opine or suggest to him that your
being female was a determining factor in the decision?
A. No, and I would not have done that, because that

would have been inappropriate.
Q. Why would it have been inappropriate?
A. Because I think it is inappropriate to informally
attribute to an organization a set of views and go stir a

bunch of things up without formally indicating that you are
going to do that.
I support the organization that employees to the
limit of

y ability to support unless I tell them that I am

not going to support them.
Q. Did anyone ask you whether you thought that your
being female was a determining factor in the decision? Anyone
at Price aterhouse?
A. Sure.

Q. What did you respond?
A.

"

o."

Q. To whom did you make those comments?
A. Judy Reach.
Q. Anyone else?
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1
2
3
4

5

A.

consider

I do not know, but I can assure you that I would
it to be inappropriate to make that kind of a

comment.

Q. Which kind of comment?
A. To comment that things happened because of

6

people's sexes until such time as I was prepared to act on it.

7

I will give you some examples.
I

8
9

as sitting in a meeting in

that was being

conducted by Jim Barrett, the same Jim Barrett that had been

10

in Houston

ith me on the quality control review. Jim was

11

conducting a meeting.

12

I do not particularly remember the subject of the

13

meeting, but Jim asked the question in a public forum whether

14

or not I thought that it was more difficult for women to

15

become partners at Price aterhouse.

16

My comment -- my public comment on that statement

17

was that was not my issue and it is not issue that I think is

18

appropriate to com ent upon until such time as you are

19

inclined to do something about it.

20

Q. Did you have job interviews with other companies

21

or firms during

22

A.

in 1982 and 1983?

hen I was solicited, yes.
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Q. When would you have these interviews?
A. I am saying that in that time fra e, yes, when I
was solicited.

Q.

hen in 1983 , for example? With whom did you

interview?
A. I will have to -- 1983 -- I do not remember,

because I do not remember the timing on it.
Q. Did you have job interviews after you heard that
your candidacy had been placed on "hold" in approximately
March or April of 1983?
A. Yes. I considered some options and interviewed

with some people.
Q. Did you initiate those interviews?
A. I think some of those I initiated.
Q. Which companies or firms did you interview with?
A. The term "interview" is a little loose. I tal ed
to some people that I know back at Touche Ross.

Q. When approximately did that occur?
A. Shortly after I was held. I mean, I do not know
the exact timing on it.
Q. Did you have any other interviews after that?
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Do you remember with whom, which companies?

Q.

I think one of them was with Cressa, Padgett and

A.

MacCormick (phonetic).
Did you initiate that interview?

Q-

A. No.

Q. Did you ever

did you, during this time, say,

the time period after you were told that you had been placed
on "hold," did you at any time approach potential clients for
projects in terms of

that you could perform on an

independent basis?
A. No, I do not think I did any of that until after I
lef t.
Q. Do you desire to become a partner in Price
Waterhouse?
A. Yes.

Q. To what extent do you feel that you have been
damaged by Price Waterhouse's alleged sex discrimination?
MR. HELLER: I understood from Mr. Schraeder that
we probably would both agree that it should be bifurcated on
this issue and we really have not talked that through.
We do not have the facts in the first place to
project

to account or discount the worth of
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MS. IRELAND: How about in general categories?
MR. HELLER: Well, we really do not know that much
about average partner earnings at Price

aterhouse. There are

lots of assumptions involved. Retirement fund factors would be
very complicated and we have not done that in discovery.
I recognize that we have a form of some
bifurcation, but
MS. IRELAND: Okay.
MR. HELLER: The reason I advise you not to answer

is that it would be a meaningless answer. She would have no
facts that are useful.

BY MS. IRELA D:
Q. When did you decide that you would leave Price
Waterhouse?
A. There was a lot of pressure building to push me
out the door.
Q. From whom?
A. From Price Waterhouse.

Q. price Waterhouse s a large firm. rom whom was
this Price Waterhouse
A. Let me go back and answer your first question.

When did I decide to leave? Whenever I submitted my letter.
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it was probably around

I think it was aroun

Christmas in

1983.
Q. From who did the pressure come?
A. I was -- it was very difficult for me to do my job
with no prospects for partnership so to speak, with my project
being declared

with my project being subjected to various

reviews that consume time and energy and emotional effort that
accomplished very little other than just stirring things up
and generating paperwork.

Q. To which reviews are you referring?
A. Well, I mean, I

y

all the

ork that I

i

was reviewed all the time. I was reviewed b Ben Warder. I
was reviewed by - Ben arder deci e that he needed somebody
technically co petent on the Wang, so I was reviewe by Paul
Weary, who did not fin very much, and at the suggestion of
Ben War er, I

at the request of Ben Warder or Tom Beyer, I

am not sure which, the two of them blended together there for
a while, I submitte the job to the COTR an at the request of
either Ben or Tom, I asked the that the job be reviewed for
securit purposes by Lyn McNulty who revie ed an

i not find

any problems.

That it be reviewed for technical something or
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other by the COTR. The COTR sent it over to the FMS COTR, who
had it reviewed and there were no problems.
Q. You are not sure who initiated these reviews?
. Well, the reviews were initiated by some
combination of ingredients involving Ben arder and Tom Beyer.
Q. Do you think Tom Beyer wanted you to leave the

firm?
A. His public st tement was that he di

not want me

to leave the firm, and given his interests, I think that is an
appropriate public statement.
His actions did not seem to be in sync with his
public statements.
Q. His actions led you to believe that he wanted you
to leave the firm?
A. Yes. I mean, he initiated these kinds of things.
When you get back from Paris and you get a emo from the
partner on your engagement saying, "I would like to have on a

meeting on thus and such a date," and you get the memo the day
before the meeting and you have never gotten a memo before in
your life, it does not make you feel like you are like are
wanted around.
Q. How did -- in your interrogatories, you state that
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Price Waterhouse attempted to elicit discrediting information
from two individuals: Harry Barschdorf and Tim Scheve, I
believe. How did they attempt to elicit discrediting
information?
MR. HELLER: Do you need to take a recess?
HE WITNESS: No, I do not need to take a recess,
but off the record.
MS. IREL ND: Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
MS. IREL ND: On the record.

BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. This attempt to elicit discrediting information
from Mr. Barschdorf and Mr. Scheve

. It would be most appropriate I think for you to
ask that question of Tim and of Harry. The way it came to me
was that Harry, I think, first had lunch with Ben Warder and
then he had lunch with Tom Beyer or maybe it was the other way
around.
I a

sorry

between Tim

nd Harry, the p rtners

involved, based on what Tim and Harry said, were Le Krulwich,
To

Beyer and Ben Warder.

nd I am not sure that I remember

who was involved how.
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The way the situation came to me was when first
im and then Harry came to me and said, "We are getting a lot
of questions about what is the real reason " this is the
tone of voice in which asked it -- "I am getting a lot of
questions about what was the real reason that I left the
project."

And I had had a lot of people over a period of
years leave projects and I had never had anybody come to me
with that kind of a question before.
When I heard it from two consecutive people, it
concerned me.

q. so, their only statements to you was that they had
been asked repeatedly why they were leaving the job?
MR. HELLER: I think she said why they were
"really"

MS. IRELAND: hy they were "really" leaving the
30b.
THE WITNESS: The -- I do not remember the exact

words they used after that, but the clear i pression was that
somebody was trying to see if the real reason they were
leaving the job had something to do with me.
BY MS. IRELAND:
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Q. Do you have reason to believe that your name was
mentioned in those sessions?
. No. I do not have any reason to believe that it
was. I do not have any reason to believe that it was not.

Q. Do you believe that Mr. Krulwich wanted you to
leave the firm?
A. Do I have any reason to believe that Mr. Krulwich
wanted me to le ve the firm? I believe that Lew

ould hav

wanted what was best for the firm and what was best for me and
to the extent that there was a conflict between the two, I do
not know what Lew would do.

Q. Do you believe that Mr. Warder wanted you to leave

the firm?
A. I believe that Mr.

arder wanted me to leave the

firm.

Q. On what do you base that conclusion?
A. Mr. Warder's general comments tended to be

extremely negative to the extent that reading them I would
conclude that anyone with so many negatives was not worthy of
being with Price Waterhouse.
Q. In your responses to interrogatories, you

mentioned the fact that your office at 1801 K Street was
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reassigned. You stated in the deposition responses that your
quarrel with this action was the lack of notice that was
afforded you.
A. The issue there was not what was done, but the

style in which

the manner in which it was done.

Q. What was that style or manner?
A. I will have to remember the situation. I believe
I had just returned from a design review in Paris. It was in
September.

I got back at 2:30 or 3:00 o'clock in the
afternoon, as I recall. I called Suzanne Old and asked if
there was anything pressing, if anybody was looking for me,
for there any reason for me to go over to the office downtown.

I had called from the project office. In fact, I may have
called from the airport, but I think I called form the project
office. Suzanne said, "No."

I believe I was in the office the next morning and
I went to what had been my office and it had been cleared out.
I then had a meeting, and I cannot remember if it
was that day or the next day, with Tom Beyer, I think it was
on another subject, I think it was on the subject of the
design review in Paris.
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And he said something to the effect of, Oh, by
the way, would you mind if we moved your stuff out of your
office, we are cramped for space, but I did not want to do
anything without chec ing with you first." Those are not his
exact words, but it was along those lines.
I indicated to him that it was too late and that
it had already happened. He indicated that that was an
administrative snafu.

Q. Do you have any reason to believe that it

as not

an administrative snafu?
A. The timing was a little bad.
Q. To what extent was your office cleared out when
you got there?
A. I mean

Q. Was the furniture there?
I mean all of my stuff was in boxes somewhere and
I did not know where it was. I mean, I had to go track it
down later. The stuff was in boxes back in the Administrative
Services area I later determined.

Q. Do you know at whose initiation the -- your
personal effects, or whatever, were taken from the office?
A. No. But I assume that it was some combination of
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Tom Beyer, who is the Partner-in-Charge of the office,
possibly Bob Kelly, who I think was in charge of the
administrative area, but I am not sure.

Because John Bedenbaugh, who executed whatever the
instruction was, I think would have been unlikely to do that
without direction from a partner.
Q. Did any senior

anagers who worked in client

provided offices have 1801 K Street at that ti e?
. I do not know. I think Larry McClure may have and
I think that Tom Colberg may have at that time.
Q. Anyone else?
A. I do not know. It has been a long time now.

MS. IRELAND: Can we take a break for just a few
minutes. I will review and get ready to finish up. Off the
record.

(A brief recess was taken.)
MS. IRELAND: On the record.

BY MS. IRELAND:
Q. During your discussions with Mr. Beyer about your

office reassignment, did he offer to let you use another

office at 1801 K?
A. I do not remember.
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Q. Did you have a need for an office over there?
A. Not particularly.
Q. Did you tell Tom that?
A. I do not remember.

Q. Do you recall the second partner review of the
REMS project performed by Ben Warder? I assume it was the

I
Sf

Ip

first second partner review that he performed in approximately
June of 1983.
A.

I
§

I

To the best of my kno ledge it as June 8th and

9th.
Q.

hat were

was his review critical of your

§1.

I

I

I
1
1

product?
A. That is correct.

Q. What were his criticisms?
A. They are reported in a memorandum that is being
discussed in these various depositions.
Q. As you recall them, what

i
5

ere his criticis s?

A. There were a number of reviews, so it is possible

that I could get confused on what his criticisms were.

)

He criticized the project requirements for the

l

fact that they had not been done according to -- he did not

l

like the methodology for the requirements document.
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He did not like the control

the project control

method system that was used on the project. He did not li e
the way the job was staffed for the conduct of the
requirements.

So, he did not like the end product, the staffing
or the project management, broadly speaking.
Q. Do yo

feel that these criticisms were unfair?

A. The manner in which the criticisms were conveyed

and the description and characteristics of the criticism were
well in excess of anything that I knew of with regard to other
pro ects that had had those kinds of reviews.
I believe that Ben Warder was using what was
billed or what was, according to policy, supposed to be a
fair, objective, useful and helpful process, the purpose of
which was to avoid financial risk to the firm.
I believe he was using what, by policy, was
supposed to be a fair, objective and useful process with the
ulterior motive of making the project indirectly and me
directly appear in a bad light.
Q. Do you believe that Mr.

arder had this ulterior

motive because of your sex?
A. I commented on Mr. Warder and my views of
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Mr. Warder and his biases before. I will repeat those if you
would like.
Q. Are there any additional bases on which --

A. Given the absence of merit of many of the things
that he found, given client satisfaction, it is difficult to
attribute

given some of the things that I said earlier, it

is difficult to attribute his

otivations to

uch else.

Q. Were you familiar with the firm's systems
requirements definition ethodology?
A. I know what it is.

Q. How long has it been in existence?
A. To the best of my knowledge it was transmitted
with a memo dated June 1981.
Q. What was your understanding of its purpose?
A. That it was a practice aid, a tool, something to
be used when it was useful.
Q* Was this the standard against which second p rtner
reviews or quality control reviews would be conducted?
A. Not to my knowledge. I certainly

I went on two

quality control reviews and I reviewed requirements jobs and
nobody ever told me that I was supposed to review them against
SRDM.
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MS. IRELAND: That is it.
MR. HELLER: We do not waive signature.
HE WITNESS: Thank you.
(Whereupon, the Deposition of ANN B. HOPKINS was
concluded at 6:55 o'clock p.m.)
**********

I have read the foregoing pages which reflect a
correct transcript of the answers given by me to the questions
herein recorded.

DATE

DEPONE T
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-

Kelly
jj., comments. (Yes)

Green

. v only contact with Ann was on the FMHA pronqal this past July/Aug.
P She tended to alienate the staff in that she
was extremely overbearing. Ann needs improve¬

ent in her interpersonal skills. She also
demonstrated an apparent lack of tech skills.

(Insuff)
Ann's performance at the State Dept can only be
described as "fantastic." She knows how to deliver
s erior, distinctive client services.
es

Lohneis

Ann has the "will" to get things done. There is
no question as to who leads the projects she is
respo sible for. Ann has very high strength of
conviction. (Yes)
I a bothered by the arrogance & self-centered
attitude that Ann projects.
Also while she may be admired by some
she appears to be si ply tolerated by ot ers
She ay not be of value outside current (OGb
enviornment. (Insuff)

Haller

Simonetti

Observation through office association. (Yes)
Ann is hardworking, deter inedrelentless.
She can also be abrasive m dealing wit., staff
members.

Laughlin

Hartz

,

I ha e no question about her tech competence.
I believe the key question regarding her admi
sion is "Will her personality limit her ability
to successfully market work, retain staff &
aintain satisfactory relations with her ptrs.

(Insuff)
I have known Ann for the last 2 yrs _ Her ofrice is
next to mine. I have not worked with her but have
been an interested observer of her g t of tne 1st
State Dept

roject & her rapid growth_as a Pr°'

fessional & as a person. She unquestionably has th
sc pe, stamina, skills & experience to run success¬

fully the very large projects that contributed so
much' toour present (.po ential gro th. As a person
she has matured fro a tough-talkin somewn t
masculine hard-nosed mgr to an au!;h°r:Lt 1

.

midable, but uch ore appealing lady ptr candid

te

MacVeagh

A.B. HOPKINS

M012

SHORT FORM

I was second on a large pro ect for Bureau of
Indian Affairs. Ann was project mgr. (Yes
I believe Ann does not possess the leader¬
ship qualities we desire in our ptrs Also,
in y exposure to her, albeit about 3 yrs ago,
I seriously questioned her tech knowledge or
data processing. (No)

JB Ada s
Wheaton

M012

* B. HOPKIKS
i

short FORM
3__

o n through frequent in-° f?;ce, inter5Y sn &
eview of proposals prepared by her. (Yes)
During the QCR Ann demonstrated a high degree of
independence & impartiality of mind & courage o
her convictions in evaluating the jobs she was

Jones

PR Powell

aSS She is however so ewhat lacking in the con¬

geniality dept. ( es)
T have observed Ann on a casual in-office basis

Gross

for tSe period 8/79-12/81. I have been impressed
& would be pleased to have her as a ptr. (Yes)

Stren th - ability to

pull together1; the details

Kercher

into the QCR report, take charge attitude.
Weaknesses - not good com unicator, seemed

"rough . (Insuff)
t av no f- rst hand working relationship with Ann.

Docter

ll mv Input comes through 3-5 MAS sr mgrs
who have worked with her extensively - i
ic uriformily ne ative. She is not tech re¬
spected & her interpersonal relationships
are extremely poor. (Insuff)
Relationship - Has offered to teach
& has taught so e MAS seminars, which is my only
relationship to Ann. She appears to me to be
articulate, tough minded, supportive of FW a
opposed to being self Serving. ( nsu
W ile I have only limited e posure to Ann as a result

Markstein

Everett

of work in the OGS office,
I do not want her as my ptr.
I canno

comment on her technical si s staff

ho ever she is universally disliked bY he stall
and. in
judg ent, does not possess the inter
personal skills or personal attributes that
are critical. (No)
Basis of evaluation - exposure to candidate at fir
tgs.

Carroll

o)

I kno Ann through: attending a_CE course she

Bruges

instructed; attending a to
having several discussions with her relating to
govern ental pricing. (No)
.. , " ghp is a no nonsense, take

Ann is a "tough cookie. She is stion in the
charge type of person. s Dept ob as to who

inds of the staff of the State Dept 3°° I) (Yes

was run .ing the engagement - Ann was. (Phase l, .

Hart

012

HOPKINS
hort FORM
.b

3

PaRe 2

Fridley

1980 I conducted an ASR (QCR) in OGS; which inluded reviewing a project for the Bureau of
Sndian Affairs which Ann served as project mgr.
During my review of the BIA engagement, I
was informed by Ann that the project had been
co pleted on sked & within budget. My
sequent review indicated a significant dis¬

crepancy of approx $35,000 betw the proposed
fees, billed fees & actuals in the WIPS. I
discussed this atter with Ann, who attempted
to try & explain away or play down the dis¬
crepancy. She insisted there had not been
a discrepancy in the amount of underrealization. Unsatisfied with her responses, I
continue to question the matter until she
admitted there was a problem but I should dis¬
cuss it with Krulwich. My subsequent discus¬
sion with Lew indicated that the discrepancy
was a result of 500 additional hrs being charged
to the job (at the request of Bill Devaney_..
agreed to by Krulwich) after it was deter ined
that Linda Pegues, a sr consultant fro the
Houston off working on the project, had been
instructed by Ann to work 12-14 hrs per day
during the project but to only charge 8 hrs.
per day. The entire incident left me question¬
ing Ann's staff mgmt methods & the honesty of
her responses to my questions.

m

¦
¦
mm
jji

B

In July/Aug 82 Ann assisted the.St. Louis MAS
practice in preparing an extensive proposal to
the Farmers Home Admin (the proposal inc 2800
pgs for $3.1 il in fees/expenses & 65,UUU
hrs of work). The proposal was co pleted
over a 4 wk period with approx 2000 plus .
staff/ptr hrs required based on my participa¬
tion in the proposal effort & sub discussions
with St. L MAS staff involved. Ann's mg t
style of using "trial & error techniques (ie,
sending staff assigned off to prepare portions
of the proposal with little or no.guidance
fro her & then her subsequent rejection ol
the products developed) caused a complete
alienation of the staff towards Ann & a
fear that they would have to work with Ann it
we won the project. In addition, Ann s man¬

ner of dealing with our staff & with.the
Houston sr consultant on the BIA project,
raises questions in my ind about her a ility
motivate our staff as a ptr

CNol

. B. HOPKINS

MO 12

Jhort form
Page 3_

v contact is limited to a few conversations. She
Ys very intelligent but appears to
be weak in interpersonal skills. (.Insuti
|Ann participated in Houston QCR in 82. Prior to that
She anaged a job that I provided a staff consultant

FR Johnson

Devaney

lo work for her (the 79-80 Bureau of Indian Affairs)
here the staff worked 10 or more hrs/day & reported

8 This classic OGS technique blew up in y face when
upon return, the staff said what do I do to get paid

I worked ith Ann in the early stages of the 1st State
Dept proposal. I found her to be a) singularly
e 'Cb

Whelan

rather unpleasant. I wonder whether her

I for the
500+
worked
& notde
reported?
(No)
yrs
ith hrs
us have
really
onstrated
ptr

qualities
or hether we have si ply taken advantage of
work-aholic" tendencies. Note that she has

held 6 jobs in the last 15 yrs, all with out¬
standing companies. I m also troubled about her
being (having been?) arried to a ptr of a

serilus compltitor. (Insuff-but favor hold, at
a mi imum)
Ann's exposure to me was on the Farmers Home Admin
pro osal. Despite many negative co ents from other

people involved I think she did a great job and
turned out a first class proposal. Great intellectual
but very abrasive in her dealings with staff.
A suggest we hold, counsel her and if
makes progress with her interpersonal skills,
then ad it next year. (Hold)

Blythe

A B. HOPKINS

short FORM
£3_
Contacts with Ann are only casual - several mtgs at CG Hoffman
OGS and MMGS sessions. .
However, she is consistently annoying and
irritatin - believes she knows ore than
anyone about anything, is not afraid to
let the world know it. Suggest a course
at charm school before she is considered tor
admission. I would be embarrassed to intro¬
duce her as a ptnr. ( o)

. B. HOPKI S
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Jong form
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_

c e can write, sell, perforin & collect systems
assignments like I've ever known. This gal will
bring in for more than she could ever hope to
take out of the fir . (Yes)

Beyer

nn has any superior qualities. She is innova¬
ive, highly intelligent, articulate, self-con¬
fident & assertive. She has worked long & hard in
a difficul environment & has gained the respect

Epelbau

of the client. She has played the key role in
our PD activities at the State Dept.
At time, however, she can be abrasive, un¬

duly harsh, difficult to work with &, as a
result, causes significant turmoil.
Nonetheless, she has made an almost unprecedented
contribution to the firm 6c deserves to receive
our serious consideration for ad ission. (Yes)
Outstanding MAS professional in fastest growing area
of MAS (-HJGS) practice -- systems design c implementation . Firs r e in handl ng t e tnost difficult client assignments (Dept of State)& is very
creative 6c analytical in developing 6 conducting
work. Excellent in training 6c assisting staff. I
trust Ann's judgment on both tech 6 business
atters & believe she can beco e the big
client service partner we need. With her husband
6c fa ily, she is a fine person with a high sense of

integrity. (Yes)

Krul ich

Kill

, B. HOPKI S

, ONG FORM
VII:
opKins is aggressive, bold & mesmerizing of
lients

and

ptrs

.

.

_

,

Statland

„

Staff does not like working for her. Her

1

11

ud m nt is not al ays good, i.e., she will

bene o client demands too easily.
rites 6 speaks well, com ands authority little substance-potentially d ngerous . (ho;
Ann needs a chance to demonstrate people
skills.

Coffey

1 she has a lot goin for her
| but she s just plain rough on people. Our
did not enjoy orking for her. There
s ta:
. i- *--- (Hold
is risk that she ay abuse authority.

1 w ie Ho kins has ade a major contribution to the
1 ~irm1 she still has a fe rou h spots hich need to
be csrrected. (Hold)

Harder

.B. HOPKINS

M012

ONG FORM
VIII.

Hopkins is probably too bright; she probably Beyer
, drives too hard.

On occasion, shell forget herself & lose
sensitivity for staff.
But ... not one staff member ever suggested,

throughout State project over 2 yrs in duration,
that Ann was not an outstanding leader & should
be replaced. Ann should be a ptr. (Yes)

CANDIDATE H012

FAVOR ADMISSION THIS TEAR
F OR HOLD
DO NOT FAVOR ADMISSIO
INSUFFICIENT B SIS FOR OPINIO
TOTAL

LONG SHO T
FORMS FORMS

3
2

10

1

7

1
8

-

2

6

LO G FORM PERCENT GES
TOP SECOND THIRD BOTTO
QUARTER QUA TER QUARTER QU RTER
CONDUCT OF UOKK
M NAGEME T SKILLS
CLIENT REL TED
FIRM REL TED
PROFESSION REL TED
TOT L
PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
OVER LL E ALU TION

431

312

21

52

431
321
25X

292
42
302

21

72

m

262
302
24
192
50

k

332
172

2
331

-

152
62
62

SHORT FOR PERCENTAGES
TOP SECOND THIRD BOTTO
QUARTER QUARTE QUARTER. QU RTER
CO DUCT OF WORK
M NAGEME T SKILLS
PERSON;, TTRIBUTES

OVER LL EVALU TION

in
48X

m
m

532
33
32
322

17

3

8

10
112
22

172
26

LO G FORM SUMMATION
TOP SECOND THIRD BOTTO
QU RTER QU TER QU RTER QUARTER
CONDUCT OF WORK
MANAGEMENT SKILLS
CLIENT REL TED
FIRM REL TED
PROFESSION RELATED
TOTAL
PERSO AL ATTRIB TES
OVERALL EV LUATIO

IB

13

9

25

17
13
6
36

12

10

5
0
35
2

27
1

8

L

-

6

3

2
1
3

7

5

SHORT FOR SU MATION
TOP SECO D THIRD BOTTOM
QUARTER QU R ER UARTER QU RTER
CONDUCT O WORK
MAN GEMENT SKILLS

PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
(WFRSI! EVALUATIO

8
42
26

1
2
38

5

7
15

1
9
10

CANDIDATE H012

LONG FORM SU K TIO
TOP SECOND THIRD BOTTEfi
QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER

CONDUCT OF WORK
AS AN UDITOR
AS A ACCOUNT NT
AS A T X SPECIALIST
AS A AS SPECIALIST
S INDUSTRY SPECIALIST
S OTHER SPECIALTY
IMAGINATION - CRE TIVITY
- AN LYTIC L

CONSULT TION WITH OTHERS
COMMUNIC TION SKILLS - SPE KING
- WRITING
- LISTENING

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

TOTAL CONDUCT OF WORK

•
-

'

•

"

L

2

1

3
3
1
2
5
2

2
3

1

18

1

*
**

"¦

3
1

1

1
1

•

*

13

9

L

1

-

1

3

K NAGEKENT SKILLS
CLIENT REL TED:

INDEPENDENCE AND IHPARTI LITlf (13) 3 l

BUSINESS SENSE - UNDERST. CLIENTS NEEDS (1 ) 1
- DECISION-M KING ABILITY (15) 1
L
- PROMOTES FULL SERVICE (16)

LEADERSHIP
ADMI ISTR TION - PLANNING
- DELEG TING
- SUPERVISING
- TRAINI G
FIN NCIAL MGT. - BILLING
- COLLECTING

(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
# n-w

I /

TOT L CLIENT RELATED
FIRM RELATED:
PR CTICE DEVELOPMENT
SELLS SERVICES OUTSIDE OWN SPECIALTY
WILLINGNESS TO CCEPT SSIGN ENT
CCEPTS NON-CLIE T RESP. - RECRUITING
- COUNSELI G
- CONTIN. ED.

(24)
(25!
(26)
(27)
(28)
(2 )

TOTAL FIRM REL TED
PROFESSION REL TED:
CTI ITY IN PROFESSIONAL ORG NIZ TIO S
CI IC CTIVITIES
CCEPT NCE BY - P RTNERS
- ST FF

- CLIENTS

(30)
(31)
(32!
(33!
(34)

2
2
2
2
2

1

L

1

3
i
i

2
3
2

•

1
L

*

L

L

L

1

25

17

12

1

3
3

L

*

6
i

1

_

3

1

i
i

2

L

L

2

10

13

8

•

L
L

L

4

2
3

1

1

-

1
1
1

1
C

TOT L PROFESSION RELATED
TOTAL MAN GEMENT SKILLS

CANDID TE N01Z
PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
B SIC INTELLIGENCE
OUTSIDE INTERESTS
JUDG E T
I TEGRITY
TOLE CE
PRACTICALITY
UTHO ITY
TURITY, POISE

SENSITIVITY T CT
D PTABILITY
ST RINA
PERSE ERA CE
SE SE OF HUHQR
SELF-ORA IZATION

(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(3 )
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48!

TOT L PERSON L ATTRIBUTES

Z

-

-

1

1

L

L

L

l
1

l
1

1
1

-

1

L

1

5

Z
-

1

2
-

L

L

L

Z
5

3

1

-

i

-

-

6

-

n

Z

z
z

35

27

16

L

*

L

2
r

j

SHO T FORM SUMMATION
TOP SECOND THIRD BOTTEM
QUARTER QU RTER QU RTE QUARTER
CONDUCT 0 WORK
TECHNIC L COKPETENCE
CORHU IC TIO SKILLS

(I!
(2)

TOTAL CONDUCT OF WORK
*IANAGE«E>r SKILLS

INDE?E DENCE ND IMP RTI LITY
BUSINESS SENSE
LE DERSHIP
DKINSTRATIVE BILITY
PRACTICE DEVELOPMENT
DEDIC TION TO THE FIRM
OU SIDE CTIVITIES

(3)
(!

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
()
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